Mobile Artistic Exhibition “Journey to the World of Happiness”
Vladivostok, Russia
“Bohay” is the oldest prosperous kingdom whose trace has been lost somewhere for centuries.
But nothing is by chance. It is just from this place, Art-space “Bohay” in the city of Vladivostok
that a new project of Brahma Kumaris, Russia started. That is a mobile artistic exhibition
“Journey to the World of Happiness”.
Golden age Harmony, Happiness and Prosperity has appeared on the canvases created by Raja
yogis with love and in remembrance of the Supreme Father. The artists of the creative
association “Babr”, Raja yogis Ludmila Nekludova and Olga Palzeva (from Irkutsk, Siberia),
Irina Mazura (from Chkalovsk, Moscow region) gave the world not just pictures but their happy
hearts!

For four days the residents of Vladivostok got a chance to learn about the eternal Source of
happiness, to think of their spiritual qualities, to paint a happy world in which they want to live,
to dance the dance of happiness while feeling the true limitless inner happiness. There was a
feeling that the Light of the Truth touched the hearts of the guests and participants. Good wishes
to the exhibition, happy and shining eyes proved it.

In the opening ceremony of the exhibition were present:


Mr. Shashi Bhushan, General Consul of India in the city of Vladivostok, with his wife;



Tatyana Baranova, Deputy Head of the Department of Culture in Administration of the
city of Vladivostok;



Sis. Ludmila Horoshutina, Coordinator, Brahma Kumaris, Irkutsk, Russia



Sis. Nadezdha Bespalova, Coordinator, Brahma Kumaris, Chita, Russia



Victoria Kolitenko, Director of the Hotel “Equator”, who provided art space “Bohay” for
holding the exhibition.

The poetess Svetlana Kabanzeva and vocal group “Smile” shared their arts. An elevated
atmosphere created by all those who were present pulled the “Goddess Lakshmi” who gave
blessings to all the participants of the exhibition.
During next days the exhibition was visited by the hotel staff, representatives of the walking
league “Ginseng”, artists, children from business school ”Enterprise Fabrik” and others.
Everyone could take a booklet of the exhibition, books, “recipes of happiness” from Brahma
Kumaris. Some guests has taken part in the workshop “Immersion in happiness” conducted by
BK Ludmila Horoshutina.

Thanks to the successful exhibition and establishment of close contacts between the three
organizations (Consulate of India, Brahma Kumaris and Art-congress hotel ”EQUATOR”) it was
decided to hold the program devoted to Indian Culture and prolong the exhibition up to August
15th 2021.

